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capitals	and	small	capitals

new york magazine
Design: Chris Dixon, 
2009. This page detail 
mixes serif types from the 
Miller family (including true 
Small Caps) with the sans-
serif family Verlag.

A word set in ALL CAPS within running text can 
look big and bulky, and A LONG PASSAGE SET 
ENTIRELY IN CAPITALS CAN LOOK UTTERLY 
INSANE. small caPitals are designed to match 
the x-height of lowercase letters. Designers, 
enamored with the squarish proportions of true 
small caPs, employ them not only within bodies 
of text but for subheads, bylines, invitations, and 
more. Rather than Mixing Small CaPs with 
CaPitals, many designers prefer to use all small 
caPs, creating a clean line with no ascending 
elements. InDesign and other programs allow 
users to create FALSE SMALL CAPS at the press of a 
button; these SCRAWNY LETTERS look out of place.

pseudo small caps are shrunken versions of FULL-SIZE CAPS.
type	crime	

Pseudo small caPs
Helvetica was never meant to include 

small caps. These automatically 
generated characters look puny and 
starved; they are an abomination 

against nature.

true small caPs integrate Peacefully with lowercase letters. 
small caPs, scala Pro

Only use small caps when they are 
officially included with the type family. 
When working with OpenType fonts 
(labeled Pro), access small caps in 

InDesign via the Character 
Options>OpenType menu. Older formats 

list small caps as a separate file in the 
Type>Font menu.

CAPITAL
investment
CAPITAL

punishment
CAPITAL

crime

type	crime	
In this stack of lowercase 

and capital letters, the 
spaces between lines appear 
uneven because caps are tall 

but have no descenders. 

adjusted leading
The leading has been fine-
tuned by selectively shifting 
the baselines of the small 
capitals to make the space 
between lines look even.
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numerals

Lining numerals take up uniform widths of space, 
enabling the numbers to line up when tabulated 
in columns. They were introduced around the 
turn of the twentieth century to meet the needs of 
modern business. Lining numerals are the same 
height as capital letters, so they sometimes look 
big and bulky when appearing in running text.

123 
456
scala sans Pro bold

lining	numerals non-lining	numerals

futura bold

123 
456

123 
456
helevetica neue bold

123 
456
adobe garamond Pro

Non-lining numerals, also called text or old style 
numerals, have ascenders and descenders, like 
lowercase letters. Non-lining numerals returned to 
favor in the 1990s, valued for their idiosyncratic 
appearance and their traditional typographic 
attitude. Like letterforms, old style numerals are 
proportional; each one has its own set width. 

text set with lining numerals 

What is the cost of War and Peace? The cover price 
of the Modern Library Classics paperback edition is 
$15.00, discounted 32% by Amazon to $10.50. But 
what about the human cost in terms of hours squan-
dered reading a super-sized work of literary fiction? If 
you can read 400 words per minute, double the aver-
age, it will take you 1,476 minutes (24.6 hours) to 
read War and Peace. Devoting just four hours per day 
to the task, you could finish the work in a little over 
six days. If you earn $7.25 per hour (minimum wage 
in the U.S.), the cost of reading War and Peace will be 
$184.50 (€130.4716, £11.9391, or ¥17676.299).

text set with non-lining numerals
 

What is the cost of War and Peace? The cover price 
of the Modern Library Classics paperback edition is 
$15.00, discounted 32% by Amazon to $10.50. But 
what about the human cost in terms of hours squan-
dered reading a super-sized work of literary fiction? If 
you can read 400 words per minute, double the aver-
age, it will take you 1,476 minutes (24.6 hours) to read 
War and Peace. Devoting just four hours per day to 
the task, you could finish the work in a little over six 
days. If you earn $7.25 per hour (minimum wage in 
the U.S.), the cost of reading War and Peace will be 
$184.50 (€130.4716, £11.9391, or ¥17676.299).

adobe garamond Pro includes both lining and non-lining 
numerals, allowing designers to choose a style in response to 
the circumstances of the project. The lining numerals appear 
large, because they have the height of capital letters.

Non-lining numerals integrate visually with the text. Different math 
and currency symbols are designed to match the different numeral 
styles. Smaller currency symbols look better with non-lining 
numerals. 
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punctuation

A well-designed comma carries the essence of the 
typeface down to its delicious details. Helvetica’s 
comma is a chunky square mounted to a jaunty 
curve, while Bodoni’s is a voluptuous, thin-
stemmed orb. Designers and editors need to learn 
various typographic conventions in addition to 
mastering the grammatical rules of punctuation. 
A pandemic error is the use of straight prime or 
hatch marks (often called dumb quotes) in place 
of apostrophes and quotation marks (also known 
as curly quotes, typographer’s quotes, or smart 
quotes). Double and single quotation marks are 
represented with four distinct characters, each 
accessed with a different keystroke combination. 
Know thy keystrokes! It usually falls to the 
designer to purge the client’s manuscript of 
spurious punctuation.

5'2" eyes of blue

It’s a dog’s life.

Prime or hatch marks indicate inches and feet

aPostroPhes signal contraction  
or Possession

quotation marks set off dialogue

He said, “That’s  
what she said.”

“The thoughtless overuse” of 
quotation marks is a disgrace 
upon literary style—and on 
typographic style as well. 

type	crime	  
Quotation marks carve out chunks of 
white space from the edge of the text.

hanging quotation marks
Make a clean edge by pushing the 
quotation marks into the margin.

nerd	alert:	To create hanging punctuation in InDesign, 
insert a word space before the quotation mark. Pressing 
the option key, use the left arrow key to back the quotation 
mark into the margin. You can also use the Optical Margin 
Alignment or Indent to Here tools.See aPPendix for more punctuation blunders.

{[“‘,.;:’”]}
helvetica neue bold

{[“‘,.;:’”]}
bodoni bold

commonly	abused	punctuation	marks

 “Hanging punctuation” prevents 
quotations and other marks from 
taking a bite out of the crisp left 
edge of a text block.



thesis, designed by Lu(cas) de Groot, 1994 

energize typography today. Writing

in the West was revolutionized early 

in the Renaissance, when Johannes

Gutenberg introduced moveable type

This is not a book about fonts. It is a book about how to use them. Typefaces

are essential resources for the graphic designer, just as glass, stone, steel, and

other materials are employed by the architect. some designers create

the serif medium roman

the serif medium italic

the serif medium small caPs

their own custom fonts. But most

graphic designers will tap the vast

store of already existing typefaces,

choosing and combining each with

the serif black roman

the serif extra bold roman

the serif bold roman

the serif semi bold roman

regard to the audience or situation.

Selecting type with wit and wisdom

requires knowledge of how and why

letterforms have evolved. The history

the serif medium roman

the serif semi light 

the serif light roman

the serif extra light roman

of typography reflects a continual tension between the hand and machine, the

organic and geometric, the human body and the abstract system. These tensions

marked the birth of printed letters five centuries ago, and they continue to

the sans medium roman

the sans medium italic

the sans medium small caPs

the sans black roman

the sans extra bold roman

the sans bold roman

the sans semi bold roman

in Germany. Whereas documents and

books had previously been written by

hand, printing with type mobilized all 

of the techniques of mass production.

the sans medium roman

the sans semi light roman

the sans light roman

the sans extra light roman
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tyPefaces breed like rats

anatomy	of	a	superfamily




